
LASAGNE BOLOGNESE

 
A Contini family classic.  Inverurie beef to make the Bolognese with a little milk to tenderise the mince  

and a splash of white wine.  Bechamel made with Mozzarella di Bufala and a little nutmeg. Homemade pasta 
(because when we’re cooking in the restaurant we take no shortcuts) using Phantassie organic eggs and Italian 

pasta flour.  We finish with some butter sugo and more Mozzarella di Bufala.  It can’t be any better. 

The lasagne is supplied in a metal foil container with a foil and paper lid.

Remove from the fridge 20 minutes before cooking.  
Place on a baking sheet to keep your oven clean from any bubbly bits and bake in a pre-heated  

oven Gas 6, 180’C WITH THE FOIL LID on, for 40 minutes.

Remove the lid and continue cooking for a further 20 30 minutes until piping hot.  
Keep an eye as you want it lovely and crispy but don’t let it burn.

Serve with Parmigiano Reggiano which we supply freshly grated in a little container.

PS. If there is any left over, provided you cool and refrigerate correctly,  
this can be reheated the following day.

CONTINI AT HOME SHOP.CONTINI.COM

If you have any questions you can tweet us at 

@continibites   

We recommend that all dishes are refrigerated on delivery. 
All our dishes have a two day shelf life.

To reassure you our kitchen has been commercially deep 
cleaned to meet current COVID-19 regulations.  Our team 
is temperature checked on entering the building and wear 
PPE while working.  Social distancing is in place in all 

parts of our building. 

Thank you so much for choosing to shop at Contini at 
Home.  We very much hope it was what you were  

expecting and that you enjoy!  

Wherever possible we will be using foil containers that 
can be put direct in to the oven. Release the lid but keep 
it covered and heat in a preheated over 180’C for 15 mins. 
Then remove the paper lid and continue to cook for an-

other 5 minutes until your dish is piping hot.  

All containers are suitable for recycling.  


